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62 clippings mentioning UST were received, of which 46 were substantive.

    Teaching & Learning (18)
    Expert Opinion (13)
    Events (5)
    Management (2)
    Research (1)
    Others (7)

** Items involving OUDPA media liaison, press inquiries, media
invitation or supply of information.

1.    RTHK's Chinese TV public affairs program, Common Sense (27/2)
      interviewed Dr S C Kot (MECH) and Dr Alexis Lau (CCAR) on air
      pollution in HK.**

2.    Pres Woo appeared in ATV News Line program (27/2) and discussed
      the future development of HK.

3.    Prof S D Kung (BIOL) gives a talk at the Science Museum on the
      modernization of TCM
            Ta Kung Pao (10/2, 24/2).**

4.    Higher Education Expo 2000
            Five clippings (24-10/2) were received. The papers
            reported that UST and 7 other tertiary institutions
            participated in this year's event.**

5.    Prof Francis Lui (ECON)'s comments on economic issues
            Eight clippings were received (24-22/2).

6.    Dr K M Lee (CIVL)'s comments on sub-standard piling in HK
            Apple Daily (22/2) and the Sun (24/2).

7.    A construction company has a dispute with UST on construction
      costs
            The Sun (24/2).**

8.    Will universities hold their congregation on the web?
            In a story on the British Open University's first
            congregation on the web, Apple Daily (22/2) noted that
            both the HK Open U and UST have no plan to follow suit.**

9.    Pres Woo attends a meeting of the Commission on Strategic
      Development
            Four clippings (22/2) were received. The papers noted that
            Pres Woo is a member of the Commission.

10.    Wen Wei Po (21/2) carried an article by a writer from Biology
       Dept on GM vegetables.

11.    An interview with Prof Samuel Chanson (COMP) on computer crimes
            SCMP (20/2).**



12.    Commercialization of scientific research at local universities
            In an extensive feature on this topic, Apple Daily (20/2)
            gave a detailed account of the development at UST.**

13.    SBM's executive programs
            In two related stories, SCMP (19/2) mentioned the programs.

14.    UST's new Master of Technology Management program
            Four papers (18-19/2) picked up our press release on the
            new program.**

15.    MBA programs available in HK
            Both Recruit magazine (18/12) and Sing Tao Daily (21/2)
            mentioned the UST program.

16.    Pres Woo's reappointment to the Commission on Strategic
       Development
            Three papers (16-19) mentioned this.

17.    A telecommunications company collaborates with UST on research
       on ATM/IP
            Ten clippings (10/2) were received.

18.    Pres Woo's views on higher education reform in HK
            In a cover story on higher education reform in HK, HK
            Industrialist (2/2000) interviewed Pres Woo.

For further details about the items mentioned, a set of news clippings
will be available on Tuesday at the Reference Counter of the Library
(where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is mainly based
on newspaper clippings about UST. All information recorded here is as
reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated from
the Chinese as best we can when official translations are not
immediately available. South China Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong
Standard (HKS) are English newspapers. Enquiries can be made to the
Office of University Development and Public Affairs (ext. 6305 or 8555).


